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Abstra t

We address the problem of enabling a mobile robot to
lo ate a stationary odour sour e using an ele troni
nose onstru ted from gas sensors. On the hardware
side, we use a stereo nose ar hite ture onsisting of
two parallel hambers, ea h ontaining an identi al set
of sensors. On the software side, we use a re urrent
arti ial neural network to learn the dire tion to a stationary sour e from a time series of sensor readings.
This ontrasts with previous approa hes, that rely on
the existen e of a model of the sensor's dynami s. The
omplete system is able to orient and turn towards the
sour e. An experimental validation was arried out to
evaluate the performan e of the system.
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Introdu tion

The purpose of this work is to enable a mobile robot to
lo ate a stationary odour sour e in free air. Possible
appli ations of this te hnology in lude dete tion of gas
leaks and of dangerous substan es, inspe tion of pipes
in fa tories, and mine sweeping.
The problem of odour sour e lo alisation presents a
number of hallenges onne ted to the hara teristi s
of solid state gas sensors and of the environment.

sor patterns, with di erent lo ations of the sour e
produ ing the same signature. Hen e, lo alisation annot be performed using only the urrent
sensor readings | instead, we must use histori al
information.
4. Laten y: the sensors have long laten y and deay periods (see Fig. 2); therefore, unlike more
usual sensors su h as range- nders, one annot assume onditional independen e of su essive sensor readings during real-time operation.
In this paper, we des ribe an initial set of laboratory
experiments ondu ted using a Koala mobile robot
equipped with an ele troni \nose" onstru ted from
multiple solid-state gas sensors. We ope with the
above hallenges as follows. (1) We use a very distin tive, strong-smelling substan e (a etone) for the tests;
we also use an environment with partially ontrolled
air ows (see Fig. 1). (2) We use an arti ial neural

1. Poor sele tivity: the sensors annot dis riminate
similar gases, so it is hard to single out the odour
trail of the intended substan e.
2. La k of an established sensor model: it is very
diÆ ult to model the sensor-environment system
analyti ally, due to the haoti nature of odour
propagation and the noise in the sensor readings;
a dynami model is even more diÆ ult to obtain.
3. Turbulent nature of air urrents: this auses unpredi table variations and ambiguities in the sen Pro
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up. The odour sensors are
inside the tube mounted on a Koala mobile robot. The
odour sour e is a beaker lled with a etone.
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Figure 2: Response of the TGS 822 gas sensor. The sensor takes up to one minute to rea h the maximal response
to a new odour; on removal of the odour, re overy an
take up to 6 minutes.
network to a quire the system model, by learning a
mapping from the sensor readings to a target output
state. (3-4) We use a sensing strategy whi h involves
taking a sequen e of sensor readings, and then apply
a re urrent neural network [4℄ to ombine sensory eviden e a umulated over time.
The nal system is able to orient and turn towards the
sour e. An experimental validation was arried out to
evaluate the performan e of this system.

2

Previous Work

Smell is perhaps the least used sense in roboti appliations. However, several studies that integrate odour
sensors and mobile robots have appeared in the literature. Most of these studies address one of two problems: following an odour trail on the ground (e.g.,
[15, 14℄); or lo ating a distant odour sour e. In this
paper, we fo us on the latter problem.
Early systems for odour sour e lo alisation were based
on the idea of following the gradient of the gas onentration by looking at the instantaneous response of
the sensor [13℄. In order to ope with the irregularities
in the on entration aused by air turbulen e, some
systems have used a ombination of gas sensors and
anemometers [10℄, or introdu ed for ed ventilation [6℄.
Several authors took inspiration from biologi al observations. In return, others have used smelling robots to
evaluate hypotheses of animal behaviour: for instan e,
in [5℄ a robot is used to study hemo-orientation strategies in lobsters.
Gas sensors respond to hanges in gas on entration

Right nostril

Gas sensors

Figure 3: Top: Figaro gas sensors. Bottom: arrangement of sensors in the tube.
with long delays. To ompensate for these delays,
later systems in orporate a model of the dynami sensor response. Ishida and olleagues have developed a
model-based `odour ompass' whi h an measure the
bearing to an odour sour e with good speed and a ura y [8℄. (See [7℄ for a three dimensional version.) The
parameters of the dynami model were identi ed by a
re ursive least squares method. In another work [9℄,
the authors use a dynami model of the sensor plus a
model of the gas distribution to estimate the distan e
to the odour sour e.
While the above te hniques have produ ed good results, relian e on a known dynami model of the sensor response may redu e their appli ability. Parameter identi ation is a diÆ ult and time onsuming
pro edure; moreover, the parameters may hange due,
e.g., to unpredi table u tuations in the environmental onditions. The learning approa h proposed in this
paper may provide an attra tive alternative.

3 Hardware Design
The rst stage of the proje t was to develop an appropriate experimental set-up and hardware design. The
odour sensor developed is based on a set of Figaro gas
sensors (Fig. 3 top). These sensors ontain a omponent whose resistan e hanges as a fun tion of the
on entration of mole ules of a given gas.
Fig. 3 shows the s hemati s of the sensor developed,
based on a preliminary design by Berg and Tegebo [2℄.
Eight gas sensors are in luded in a tube, and a small
fan is used to to pump air through the tube [6℄. The
sensors are oriented with the wind ow to redu e the
ooling e e t.
The tube is divided into two hambers, or nostrils,

was treated independently, the sequen e of readings
being transformed to have zero mean and unit standard deviation (see Bishop [3, p. 298℄). For ea h input
variable xi , the set of re-s aled values is given by
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Figure 4: Readings for two gas sensors pla ed in di erent
nostrils during a 360Æ rotation
and two identi al sets of four sensors are pla ed in the
two nostrils. The reason for this onstru tion is as
follows. Due to air turbulen e and sensor drift e e ts,
the absolute response of the sensors does not provide
meaningful information about the odour sour e lo ation. However, we an nd the dire tion to the sour e
by taking the relative strength of two readings from
sensors pla ed in the two parallel hambers. Fig. 4 illustrates this: the gure shows the readings from two
TGS 882 sensors pla ed in the two nostrils as the robot
turned anti- lo kwise through 360Æ, starting with the
nose fa ing in the opposite dire tion to the sour e, and
sampling at 10Æ intervals.
Ea h nostril ontains four sensors of a di erent type,
thus endowing the sensor with the ability to dis riminate between di erent substan es [11℄. We plan to use
this ability in future experiments of multi-substan e
lo alisation.
The odour sensor is mounted on top of a Koala mobile
robot. Both the sensor and the robot are onne ted by
a able to a PC running the data a quisition, learning,
and navigation software.

4
4.1

Software Design
Pre-Pro essing

To remove some of the outliers and undesired noise
from the re orded sensor data, we rst applied a median lter to smooth the sequen e of sensor readings.
Ea h sensor was treated independently, sorting the
window of ve su essive values around the urrent
reading and then taking the middle value.
The se ond pre-pro essing step applied was a simple
linear transformation on the sequen e of values for
ea h sensor, so that all of the inputs to the neural network had a similar range of values. Again, ea h sensor

xm
xi
i
;
i

where xi refers to the mean value for xi , i is the
standard deviation for xi , and m = 1; :::; M labels the
sequen e of sensor patterns.
Finally, ea h individual sensor pattern xm was normalized to lie on the unit hyper-sphere, by dividing
m
ea h sensor value x~m
i by the L2-norm kx k as

kxm k =

vuuXN
t j im j
i =1

~x

2

;

where i = 1; :::; N labels the di erent sensors (N = 8).
The purpose of this step was to remove the absolute
magnitude information from the ve tor of sensor readings. This was found to be ne essary be ause the magnitude of the readings from both hambers of the nose
varies unpredi tably with the natural variation in the
propagation of odours in the environment. By taking the L2-norm, we onstrain the input ve tor of the
neural network in order to fo us the learning on the
relative magnitude of left and right sensor readings.
4.2

Re urrent Neural Network

In early experiments, we found that a non-re urrent
neural network was unable to learn the required mapping from the urrent sensor readings to the dire tion
of the odour sour e, due to the noisy and ambiguous nature of the sensor patterns (see Results). We
therefore applied a re urrent neural network, whi h is
able to take into a ount a temporal sequen e of sensor patterns, and thus to disambiguate similar looking
situations. The stru ture of this network is shown in
Fig. 5.
After some initial experiments, the most appropriate
network ar hite ture using one hidden layer was found
to have 10 hidden units, and therefore 10 re urrent input units in addition to the 8 inputs from the sensors.
The re urrent inputs at time t were taken from the
outputs of the hidden units at time t 1, with the
initial re urrent inputs being set to zero.
The target outputs for training were obtained from
the angular displa ement of the nose relative to the
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Figure 5: S hemati diagram of the re urrent neural
network. A set of 10 extra input units, orresponding
to re urrent onne tions from the 10 units of the hidden
layer, were added to a fully onne ted multi-layer pereptron. The re urrent inputs at time t were taken from
the outputs of the hidden units at time t 1.
dire tion of the odour sour e. In order to deal with the
dis ontinuity in the angle (between 359 and 0 degrees),
two output units were used with the following oding:



Absolute angle to the sour e, from 0 to 180 degrees, normalized to lie between 0 and 1.



Dire tion to the sour e. Positive angles were enoded as 1, negative angles as 0, and the intermediate angles 0 and 180 degrees as 0.5.

All of the units were implemented using a sigmoidal
a tivation fun tion, and the network was trained using the standard algorithm for error ba k-propagation
with the sum-of-squares error fun tion [3℄ and a learning rate of 0.2.
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Results

For training and testing, the experimental set-up
shown in Fig. 1 was used, where the odour sour e
onsisted of a beaker ontaining 80 ml of 99.5% a etone pla ed at a distan e of 50 m from the robot.
Sixty omplete \rounds" of sensor data were olle ted,
where a round onsists of one omplete rotation by the
robot at a xed position. In ea h round, data olle tion started with the nose fa ing in the dire tion away

from the sour e, turning anti- lo kwise to olle t 36
sets of sensor readings sampled at 10Æ intervals and
pausing 5 se onds at ea h sampling angle. The olle ted data was then treated using the pre-pro essing
steps des ribed in se tion 4.1. Fig. 6 shows the data
olle ted in ten rounds, and the e e t of the median
lter: noti e that, although some of the outliers are
removed by the ltering, the data remain quite noisy
and ambiguous. (Performing the experiment in a lean
room would probably result in less noisy data, but
would be less indi ative of the appli ability of the te hnique to real situations.)
The re urrent neural network was trained using data
from 50 rounds, and tested on the other 10 rounds.
The performan e of the re urrent network on the test
data was then ompared to that of a standard multilayer per eptron with one hidden layer of 10 units (see
Fig. 7). The mean squared error for the re urrent
network on the test data was 0.046 ompared to 0.101
for the non-re urrent network.
A validation experiment was then ondu ted on the
mobile robot. Here, the robot was programmed to
olle t two rounds of data under the same onditions
as in training and testing, to estimate the dire tion of
the sour e using the olle ted data, and then to turn
towards the estimated dire tion. This experiment was
repeated over 7 runs, as indi ated in Table 1.
To test the ability of the network to generalise to situations on whi h it had not been trained, we ondu ted a
further three experiments with di erent distan es and
starting dire tions to the sour e. The results show
that the starting dire tion did not a e t the performan e of the system (experiment 2). In addition,
the performan e of the robot improved as the sour e
was moved nearer to the robot (experiment 3), even
though the neural network had not been trained with
data olle ted at this distan e. However, the robot
Expt.
1
2
3
4

Dist: to
sour e
/m
50
50
25
75

Starting
dire tion
/deg
180
0
180
180

Runs

Mean Err:
/deg

7
7
7
7

22.9  13.8
14.3  14.0
18.6  10.7
52.9  58.3

Table 1: Summary of results for the validation experiments with the omplete system, showing the mean absolute angular error of the robot in nding the odour
sour e and standard deviation.
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Figure 6: Top: Raw data from left and right nostril. Bottom: Same data, median ltered.
was not as su essful when the sour e was moved further away from the robot (experiment 4), partly due
to one ompletely failed run when the robot ended up
fa ing 180 degrees away from the sour e. (Without
this run, the mean error in experiment 4 would have
been 31.7  17.2.)
To evaluate the signi an e of the results, a t-test [12℄
was performed for ea h experiment. Here, we tested
the null hypothesis that these results were generated
by han e, omparing the a tual results to an assumed
population mean of 90 degrees (the average angular
error we would expe t if the robot turned in random
dire tions). The null hypothesis was reje ted at the
99% level of on den e for experiments 1 to 3, but
was a epted for experiment 4.

6

Con lusions and Future Work

Using gas sensors on a mobile robot to lo ate an odour
sour e is a demanding task, that requires the ability to
deal with noisy data and histori al information. The
experiments shown in this paper demonstrate that a
re urrent neural network is an adequate tool to solve
this task, without having to rely on the existen e of a
model of the sensors' dynami s.
There are two most notable limitations in the ur-

rent experiments. First, the training data were only
olle ted from a xed distan e, resulting in relatively
poor performan e from di erent distan es | neural
networks trained o -line are very good at interpolating, but not so good at extrapolating. Se ond, the
navigation part of the experiment is trivial, with the
robot simply pointing to the estimated dire tion of the
odour sour e.
Future work will fo us on navigation strategies to
rea h the odour sour e. It should be noted that simple
gradient following may be ine e tive, sin e the odour
is typi ally broken into unpredi table pat hes due to
air turbulen e [1℄. Therefore, more omplex strategies
will need to be developed.
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